Summary of Results from Assessment Instrument for History 104: East Asia

Edward R. Slack, Jr.

*41 students responded to the assessment instrument, the results are as follows:

For Question 1: What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

41 grades assigned based on a 1-5 scale

Total: 173 points out of 205 possible

Average: 84.4%, or 4.22 out of 5

Comments from the first five responses:

1. I chose Japan and it did help me understand the crises they had with JAL.
2. China. Somewhat, I wish we had maybe a list of current issues to choose from instead of recent articles. I could probably learn more and go more in depth.
4. China helped me realize things I never knew about China.
5. China yes.

For Question 2: Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

40 grades assigned based on a 1-5 scale, 1 NG (no grade)

Total: 164 points out of 200 possible

Average: 82.0% or 4.1 out of 5

Comments from the first five responses:

1. Yes it helped US airlines – promoted business; more flights & destinations for customers, cargo, etc.
2. Not a ton because you could only go off of the articles.
3. Yes.
4. Yes the event affected both China and the U.S.
5. Yes it was of global concern.

For Question 3: What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

40 grades assigned on a 1-5 scale, 1 NG
Total: 160 points out of 200 possible

Average: 80.0% or 4.00 out of 5

Comments from the first five responses:

1. I personally became more aware of economic crises & how other nations can contribute to a global cause – profiting both countries as well as globally. It didn’t change my perception of Japan – I just became more in tune as a learner.
2. I learned China is still working towards modernization. It wasn’t a subject that changed my views much.
3. I learned about the economic struggle and the approach that the Chinese government is taking to combat high housing prices, inflations, economic overheating, and the stimulus plan.
4. Made me realize how strict China was/is on their people.
5. It just changed the way about how the companies work.

Interpretation of the Results

With approval rates of 80%-84.4% for the three indexes, I see no reason to change my pedagogy in this class. I have on average 55 students each quarter in History 104, most of whom show little to no interest in the subject matter, so I find the results more than satisfactory. The data clearly reflects that I am successfully encouraging students to analyze multiple perspectives on a given issue related to course content.
Research Paper Guidelines

This research assignment is intended to make students aware of events that are happening in China, Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are taking History 104. Whatever articles you find interesting and want to write about are fair game, as long as they were written within the time frame for each quarter as indicated below:

- Fall Quarter: August 1 – November 30
- Winter Quarter: December 1-March 1
- Spring Quarter: March 1-June 1

1) Sources of Information: Legitimate publications, such as newspapers, news services, or NGOs. I would recommend checking the on-line versions of the Washington Post, New York Times, L.A. Times, International Herald Tribune, China Daily News, Asahi Shimbun, etc. Once you have found a story of interest, collect 3 articles from different sources related to the event being covered in the press.

** Print them out because they must be turned in with your paper. AT LEAST ONE SOURCE MUST BE FROM AN EAST ASIAN COUNTRY.

2) Formatting your research paper: it must be 3 pages of narrative (no more, no less), double-spaced, using Courier New 12-point font, with 1” margins. The last page (4) will include endnotes and a bibliography.

3) Writing your paper: use the following model: First, describe the event covered by the newspaper/magazine. This should take up about one full page of your assignment; Second, explain how this event is important to that country in particular; Third, whether or not it affects the United States or is of global concern; Fourth, discuss what you personally learned from this story and how it changes - or doesn’t change - your perception of the East Asian nation concerned.

4) Citation style. Use the MLA format, and use the endnote system! Use them when using quotations, providing quantitative data, or information that you obtained from the articles.

4) DO NOT PLAGIARIZE!!! Plagiarism is using someone else’s words and passing them off as your own. This is a guaranteed way to receive a zero for the assignment.

6) FYI: WIKIPEDIA IS NOT CONSIDERED A LEGIT SOURCE! The Research Paper is due on March 5th. Papers turned in after 12 noon will receive a zero (0).
History 104 East Asia: Tradition and Transformation

Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

Rating:

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Rating:

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

Rating:
History 104 East Asia: Tradition and Transformation

Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

We chose Japan and it did help me understand the crises they had with

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes it helped us airlines-promoted business, more flights & destinations for customers, cargo, etc.

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

I personally become more aware of economic crises & how other nations can contribute to a global cause—profiting both companies as well as globally.

Rating: 5

I didn't change my perception of Japan— I just became more in tune as a learner.
Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

China. Somewhat, I wish we had maybe a list of current issues to choose from instead of recent articles. I could probably learn more if I go more in depth.

Rating: 3

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Not a ton because you could only go off of the articles

Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

I learned China is still working towards modernization. It wasn't a subject that changed my views much.

Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?  
China, Yes,

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?  
Yes.

Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?  
I learned about the economic struggle and the approach that the Chinese government is taking to combat high housing prices, inflation, economic over heating, and the stimulus plan.

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good   3 = Average   2 = Below Average   1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   China  Helped me realize things I never knew about china.

Rating: 3

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes the event affected both china and the U.S.

Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   Made me realize how strict china was/is on their people

Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good   3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

   China  YES

   Rating: 3

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

   YES IT WAS OF GLOBAL CONCERN

   Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

   IT JUST CHANGED THE WAY ABOUT HOW THE COMPANIES WORK

   Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

Tibet

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

Rating: 4
The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent   4 = Good   3 = Average   2 = Below Average   1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   
   Japan and yes

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

   Yes

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

   We are all connected

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   Japan

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   It made me look at it as a world power

Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

I researched China & yes it helped me understand China a lot better

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes it did

Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

No it didn't change my perception on it at all

Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   I chose Japan and yes it did

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   It was just kind of a nifty fact, so not really

Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I learned about Japanese geisha and it didn't really change my perception

Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   Korea; Yes, it did. I learned more than I already knew.

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes, it did. And I did learn that it affected a lot of countries.

Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I learned how easy we have it here, I learned how they live and do things. I already felt for people in East Asian but it did change it even stronger.

Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   China, yes it did

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes it did it is a global concern

Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I learned that each country has a different perspective on things. So it did change my perception

Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country? China

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern? Yes

Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined? How free the US. is compared to Asia

Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   North Korea. Yes it did. It was a very interesting assignment.

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   It absolutely affected the U.S. and the rest of the world.

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   It furthered my understanding of how crazy Kim Ii-sung and Kim Jong-il are.

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
I chose South Korea. It did make me realize the event is important because of the population already in Korea and the potential for more.

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
It did not affect the US at all and it wasn't necessarily a global concern but it could become one as the country borrows keeps growing.

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
I learned that Asian women are finally getting jobs they want and breaking out of the tradition model for them.

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

China - Yes ble it showed me that China has become a top world competitor.
Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes ble China is beating the U.S. in renewable energy so we have competition.
Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

That China is a top producer of renewable energy technologies & implementing their technology.
Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

I chose China and my assignment definitely helped to know more about the present nature of the country.

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

I learned China is less backward and less commissive than I thought. Less harm as well.

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   I RESEARCHED CHINA & THERE UNEMPLOYMENT & IT MADE ME REALIZE THAT NOT ONLY THE UNITED STATES HAS UNEMPLOYMENT ISSUES BUT OTHER PLACES AS WELL.
   Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   YES B/C CHINA PRODUCES A LOT OF GOODS FOR THE U.S. & IF THERE ISN'T ANYONE TO MAKE THEM THEN WE WON'T GET THEM.
   Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I LEARNED THAT EVERYONE IS EFFECTED BY THE POOR ECONOMY & I SHOULDN'T BE SO QUICK TO JUDGE THAT ITS ONLY THE U.S. STRUGGLING.
   Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

Mongolia. It helped me know how important it is in Mongolia different country.

Rating: 1

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Not really because it didn't.

Rating: 2

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

That Mongolia's president cares about his country and not killing in prison.

Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   China. Yes it did

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I learned that China is going to lead the world to go green. Yes it changed my perception

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   China and yes it gave me better insight what was going on in China.

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   My topic was not really U.S. related.

Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   It let me know that there is people in China who are moving to non because their you is trying to keep the coal states in the north.

Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

North Korea; yes

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes it actually absolutely did.

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

I learned how N. Korea treats foreigners; it didn't really change my perception.

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

North Korea: Yes, I enjoyed writing the paper, foreign news is always interesting because of its outside perspective.
Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes, the article I chose affected the United States greatly.

Rating:

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

Solidified my thought of North Korea's psychotic nature.

Rating:
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

North Korea

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Somewhat

Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

I have not been outside the U.S. so I always think other countries are crazy, but it seem al lot like the U.S. in particular ways.

Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

   China. My research was about Jackie Chan and his contribution not only to America but his birthplace China.

   Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern? Yes, it made a big impact in the U.S.

   Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

   That Jackie is a known actor all around the world and a very ambid person.

   Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country? China, yes it was apparent in the event how important it was to China.

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
Yes, it helped me understand how it would affect the whole world.

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
I learned how fast China could catch up technologically & I think China will always be one of the greatest or more advanced countries.

Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   I decided to research the one-child policy in China.
   Yes, the assignment definitely helped me understand more of what is currently happening in China.
   Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

   Yes

   Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I learned how China's population is being controlled, and what the government is facing on the people in order for this to happen.

   Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent   4 = Good   3 = Average   2 = Below Average   1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

W. S. Korea. Yes, it helped out tremendously, especially after reading Soon Ok-lee's memoirs.

Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes. It showed how extremely important the countries' problems can affect the world.

Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

It didn't really change my perspective of W. Korea. I learned that it seems like N. Korea will do anything to try and prevent the war again by trying to reclaim W. Korea.

Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   South Korea
   Yes.
   Rating: 3

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes - it addressed the issue on a local (South Korea) and international level.
   Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I learned something I didn't know about South Korea and it did increase my understanding of the country much more than I previously had but did not change my perception.
   Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
Japanese and yeah I really saw how effects in one country can have an even greater effect on another
Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
101 see above.
Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
I have always had a fascination w/ Japan and their culture. It's always been about what they were like in samurai times, but to see how they operate today is something I never really thought they were doing amazing things.
Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

North Korea
I've learned war, problems are cropping more
Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes, The issue was quite effecting on the US
Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

I learned there are many issue in East Asia
Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   China. Yes.

   Rating: 3

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes and did.

   Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I learned that international politics is tricky.

   Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

Japan

I could understand why Japanese talking about the US alot

Rating:  5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Rating:  5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

Rating:  4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent 4 = Good 3 = Average 2 = Below Average 1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   cl chose to research the new lunar year in China and cl learned from it but it doesn't pertain to my life today.
   Rating: 3-average

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   cl learned how it has been a part of the USA and a global concern. clt does have a cultural & historical affect.
   Rating: 3-average

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   cl did not learn anything personally. all cultures vary and the new year is not of importance to me as it is in other countries.
   Rating: 3-average
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

I chose to research North Korea & the assignment helped me understand how much oppression was going on there.

Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

The assignment caused me to question a lot how the United States should be involved in North Korea, should we get involved in protecting the human rights of the North Koreans? Should we support North Korea through trade or anything else like that?

Rating: 4

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

Personally, this assignment made me so thankful for the country I live in. I already knew North Korea was a very oppressive country, but did not realize the extent the government went to, to hide this oppression. This assignment has caused me to pray more for the people in North Korea, since they endure so much persecution.

Rating: 5

9 hardship.
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   North Korea, I learned about the country's current issues and events. I found it very helpful.
   Rating: 5

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   The event I chose had an impact on the US since it was involved but also helped for understanding connections between different countries.
   Rating: 5

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   What I researched reinforced my ideas I had about N. Korea I had learned about during this course.
   Rating: 5
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

   China - yes

   Rating: 3

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

   Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

   I learned how strict control of the people is in China, even in modern times

   Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

North Korea. I wouldn't have known anything about negotiations w/N. Korea without the assignment.
Rating: \( \frac{5}{5} \)

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Yes, very much so.

Rating: \( \frac{5}{5} \)

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

It really opened my eyes to what's going on with N. Korea. Scary stuff.

Rating: \( \frac{4}{5} \)
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   China Yes, not only did I find how important it was to China but to the rest of the world as well.
   Rating: 4

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes, I think the one child policy is a global concern.
   Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   It was good to hear reaction from people in China.
   Rating: 4
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?
   I chose Japan to research. I already knew a little about the event but the assignment did expand my knowledge of it.
   Rating: 3

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?
   Yes this assigned furthered my understanding on how whaling effects the U.S. and the world as a whole.
   Rating: 3

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?
   I really didn't learn anything new but I did get to see the event from another point of view, this didn't change my view of Japan as a whole but I have less respect for those who support the hunting of whales and those who hunt the whales.
   Rating: 3
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Assessment of Research Assignment Winter Quarter 2010

The research assignment was designed to make students aware of events that are happening in China (PRC), Taiwan, Tibet, Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea during the quarter they are enrolled in History 104 through multiple perspectives of analysis. Please answer the following questions and rate them according to the scale below:

5 = Excellent  4 = Good  3 = Average  2 = Below Average  1 = Poor

1) What country did you choose to research, and did the assignment help you to understand how important your event was to that country?

Japan: the assignment helped me to understand the impact Japan has on the world.

Rating: /

2) Did the assignment help you to understand whether or not the event affected the United States or was of global concern?

Environmental issues are definitely a global concern.

Rating: /

3) What did you personally learn from the event researched and did it change in any way your perception of the East Asian nation examined?

The roles of certain gods in Japan are more spiritual than social.

Rating: /